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TO:  Carrie Mears, Chair, Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force 
Members of the Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force 

FROM: Eric Kolchinsky, Director, NAIC Structured Securities Group (SSG) and Capital Markets Bureau  
Charles A. Therriault, Director, NAIC Securities Valuation Office (SVO) 
Marc Perlman, Managing Investment Counsel, NAIC Securities Valuation Office (SVO) 

RE: Operations and goals of the CLO ad-hoc group 

DATE: March 6, 2023 

Summary:  Based on interested party responses to the methodology exposure, staff proposed to 
rearrange the process of the Ad-hoc group.  Specifically, the ad-hoc group will first work on the 
prepay/discount dynamic to demonstrate the quantitative impact of these proposals on tranche losses. 
This will also allow interested parties to “tie-out” the model, a task we originally slated for further on in 
the process.   Furthermore, this change will also be responsive to those interested parties who 
commented that it is difficult to give adequate feedback on a methodology without seeing a suite of 
assumptions. 

Short Term Goals for Ad-Hoc Group 

The main goal for the ad-hoc group will be to demonstrate the effects of pre-pay/discount purchase to 
regulators.  This process should take about 2 months, at the conclusion of which staff (and interested 
parties) will report back to VOSTF. 

Secondarily, the ad-hoc group will endeavor to tie out the cash flows on some “dummy” scenarios to 
ensure the methodology is adequately specified in our documents.  Additionally, this arrangement will 
give time of some interested parties to propose scenarios (as requested). 

Operationally, this work will involve 3-4 proxy CLOs deals from industry which will be run through Stress 
Scenarios A, B and C.  Please note that staff is not suggesting that these scenarios will be a part of the 
final suite of scenarios – they are the easiest to use as they are already specified and exposed.  

Interested parties may suggest the proxy deals or staff can select those with high exposure among 
insurers.  We can model the prepayment /discount scenarios proposed by ACLI as well as the no prepay 
/ no discount NAIC assumption.   The work will also involve discussion of the need for modeling offsets 
for prepays/discount.   
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The dynamic of prepay @ par and purchase below par involves trade-offs.   For example. in normal 
(below 85th percentile) scenarios, companies voluntarily prepay loans due to favorable spread 
compression.  Currently, loan repayments are at their lows because credit spreads have been widening.  
In these cases, a loan purchased at a discount would imply credit stress or more like a below market 
credit spread.  Should the model assume a spread haircut based on the level of the discount? 

Conversely, in periods of credit stress mandatory prepayments will dominate.  A discount purchase in 
these scenarios could imply bargain hunting or the purchase of a stressed credit (the CBO scenario).  
Should the model assume extra default stress for these scenarios based on the level of the discount? 

Ad hoc group operations 

The purpose of the ad-hoc group is to resolve and clarify technical and modeling issues.  Regulatory 
policy discussions will be limited and brought back to VOSTF. To ensure that our time is spent 
productively, staff requests that parties group themselves by interest and only one participant from the 
group speak at a given meeting.  The representatives may change as the topics change.   

Otherwise, we hope to keep the meetings open and other parties may submit their concerns in writing 
to NAIC.  If a party believes that its technical are not being actually represented by one of the speaking 
groups, they should immediately reach out to Eric Kolchinsky (ekolchinsky@naic.org) to resolve the 
issue. 

Staff suggests that non-regulator participants have a technical background for discussion.  For example: 
actuarial, credit modeling or CLOs.  CLO participants would ideally have a background in running 
software, tying out numbers and rating agency methodologies.   

Intermediate goals 

Staff hopes that at the end of this process, interested parties will have a better understanding of NAIC 
approach to modeling CLOs as well as have completed the tie out of the bulk of the methodology on 
“dummy” scenarios.  Furthermore, the RBCIRE group will be further along in working on an interim 
solution for CLO equity and other highly leveraged structures. 

The next step would be the proposal of scenarios and the fine-tuning of the probabilities for such 
scenarios.  Staff does not anticipate that any of the above will change the timeline for implementation 
of CLO modeling. 

https://naiconline.sharepoint.com/teams/SVOVOSTaskForce/Shared Documents/Meetings/2023/2023-03-23 Spring NM/03-
CLO Modeling Methodologies/2022TFMemo Ad-hoc 3.5.23.docx 
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